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Dimensionality is by no means the only difficulty arising in the process of solving transport
problems. Solution discontinuity that can arise in some configurations due to the first order
nature of the differential form of the streaming operator can wreak havoc with the accuracy of
discretization schemes that resemble finite difference or weighted difference formulas. The
strong dependence of nuclear properties on energy can make a computational mesh in one energy
group sufficiently fine, while in other groups the same mesh can be unacceptably coarse.
Iterative methods are typically employed to reduce the solution of the most general problem
configuration to a sequence of mesh sweeps equivalent to inverting a lower-triangular matrix.
The primary objective of these iterative methods, arranged in nested outer-inner iteration loops, is
to eliminate the need for storing the matrix elements and the angular fluxes thereby drastically
reducing the necessary memory requirement. Nevertheless, these iterative schemes are often
susceptible to instabilities that thwart their convergence, and sometimes leads to divergence. The
list of maladies with solution algorithms for the transport equation goes on to include computing
unphysical negative fluxes, ray effects in discrete ordinates method solutions, accurate
representation of forward peaked anisotropic scattering, among others.
It has become painfully evident early on to developers of solution methods and algorithms for
Transport Theory that there is no silver bullet that addresses the above difficulties for all
conceivable problem configurations. Furthermore, they quickly discovered that these difficulties
are not theoretical limitations that can be safely ignored in practical applications. The solution of
the transport equation for realistic nuclear system configurations more often than not exhibit one
or more of the listed inadequacies. Hence, rather than developing one-size-fits-all solution
methods and algorithms, developers of production level codes opted to equip their programs with
a broad collection of options and methodologies that address various failure mechanisms.
Essentially, this properly placed the burden of obtaining a solution and verifying its correctness
squarely on the user’s shoulders. To aid the user in this often arduous task, most production
codes come in packages accompanied with support peripheral codes whose purpose is to enhance
the user’s ability to spot, analyze, and address discrepancies in the obtained solution.
In this paper we present an overview of the Discrete Ordinates of Oak Ridge System (DOORS)
package, particularly exposing the features described above. We illustrate the utility and
versatility of these features via two example problems in two- and three-dimensional geometries.
The focus of the presentation of these examples here is not the obtained solution itself, rather we
emphasize the method of obtaining the preliminary solutions, the means of identifying
inadequacies, and the procedure implemented to circumvent these inadequacies. In the process
we touch on several component codes in the DOORS package, as well as external companion
codes, and demonstrate the invaluable support role they play in large application problems.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we present a comprehensive
overview of the codes comprising the DOORS package and external peripheral codes,
particularly emphasizing recently developed components. In Sec. 3 we illustrate the application
of the two-dimensional transport code, DORT, to the C5G7MOX benchmark problem and
describe the mesh generation function played by BOT3P. In Sec. 4 we cover the application of
the three-dimensional transport code TORT to a difficult shielding problem in the Target Service
Cell (TSC) of the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS), and describe the process of mitigating ray
effects using the newly developed code GRTUNCL3D. Finally, we close with a summary and
some conclusions in Sec. 5.
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE DOORS PACKAGE AND COMPANION CODES
The member codes of the Discrete Ordinates of Oak Ridge System (DOORS) package [1,2] were
implemented by several authors over the span of about three decades to serve a wide variety of
purposes. The common theme across the multiple codes is the solution of the neutral particle
transport equation for nuclear applications. While many of the member codes were conceived
and composed independently of one another, they were built to be inter-compatible and to operate
in as seamless fashion as possible. Therefore, it was natural to pull the various codes together
into a single package with the goal of simplifying maintenance activities for the code developers,
and the installation procedures for the average user. Since the inception of DOORS some new
features were implemented in member codes, primarily TORT, [3] and a few new codes were
added to the collection of included codes. Nevertheless, more is needed particularly in terms of
simplifying user interfacing and improved computational efficiency. Some progress on these
issues is reported in the present paper, and more is underway and will be reported in the future.

2.1. Member Codes in DOORS
As explained earlier, the scope of a particular particle transport code can be vastly extended via
peripheral codes designed to address deficiencies or recognized limitations, theoretical or
algorithmic, on the code’s capabilities. A list of member codes currently included in DOORS is
shown, categorized by function, in Table I. DOORS is primarily compatible with several flavors
of the UNIX operating system, and with minor modifications is compatible with Linux also. A
PC version was released previously but little experience with it makes it difficult to endorse. In
the next few subsections we review the classes of code members, commenting briefly on their
role and developmental status.

2.2. Transport Codes
These codes form the core of the DOORS package as they serve the primary function of the code
system, i.e. solving the neutral particle transport equation using the multigroup, discrete ordinates
approximations. Thus ANISN, DORT, and TORT implement sophisticated algorithms for solving
the transport equation in one-, two-, and three-dimensional geometries. These codes provide a
wide variety of orthogonal coordinate systems, i.e. spherical, cylindrical, and Cartesian, and
spatial approximations, e.g. θ-Weighted, Linear Nodal. The group-band option implemented in
the GBANISN code is designed to deal more efficiently with upscattering in groups comprising
the thermal energy range in one-dimensional geometries. Collectively these codes amount to
several man-decades of development effort, and even more effort in application to a broad variety
of applications by diverse user groups worldwide.
The transport codes also provide several important options that extend the range of their
applications. For example, the codes apply outer/inner iteration schemes for solving fixed source
and criticality (eigenvalue) calculations in the forward and adjoint modes. Several acceleration
methods are available for the user to select from depending on problem specifics as well as
previous experience. One feature that endears TORT in particular to users with very large
problem configurations is the memory management capability that automatically determines the
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most efficient means of fitting the problem in the available memory. Essentially the code tries to
fit the entire problem in core memory, if this is not possible it fits one group in memory, writing
and reading other groups from hard disk, retaining only one group at a time in core memory. If
this too is not possible, TORT retains one or more planes of the computational cells in memory,
with I/O of plane blocks to hard disks as needed.

Table I. Member codes in the DOORS package
Code
Function
Solves the one-dimensional transport equation
ANISN
ANISN with group band implementation for thermal upscattering
GBANISN
Solves the two-dimensional transport equation
DORT
Solves the three-dimensional transport equation
TORT
TORSED
Couples rz-DORT flux output to xyz-TORT source input
Prepares
a TORSED input from the DORT output file
VISA
Couples primary and secondary TORT calculations
TORSET
Provides maintenance capabilities for cross section libraries
ALC
Enables mixing of cross sections and generation libraries
GIP
†
GipGui
Graphical User Interface to GIP
Computes the uncollided flux and first collision source in 2D
GRTUNCL
Projects last collision source to point detector
FALSTF
Converts internal boundary flux to internal boundary source
BNDRYS
Converts flux moments file across formats
RTFLUM
GRTUNCL3D † Computes the uncollided flux and first collision source in 3D
Generates contour plots of scalar field computed by DORT
ISOPLOT
Extracts data by plane from TORT solution for plotting by ISOPLOT
XTORID
BOT3P ‡
Generates mesh, enables input/output visualization of DORT & TORT
Executes a sequence of calculations with member codes
Jdos
Driver module called by jdos
Drv
*
CMP
Enables maintenance of the DOORS code system
*
RSCORS
Graphics library called by ISOPLOT
†
New product, soon to be released by RSICC
‡
New product by ENEA FIS-NUC, Bologna, Italy, currently distributed by RSICC
*
Public domain software from Sandia National Laboratory

Additional features that enable the solution of large problems with fairly reasonable
computational resources include discontinuous meshes, variable angular quadrature and Pl
scattering anisotropy order by group, weighted convergence criterion to relax convergence at
difficult to converge regions, and robust restart capabilities. Flexible solution-edit functions are
also available for the user’s convenience. All these capabilities are described in detail in the
TORT manual [3], and other, not necessarily similar capabilities are available in the one- and
two-dimensional codes. Development of modern acceleration schemes, the Adjacent-cell
Preconditioner (AP), and multiprocessing capability based on the Message-Passing Interface
(MPI) standard have been described elsewhere [2] but await inclusion in a formally distributed
version of TORT.
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2.3. Splicing and Bootstrapping Interface Codes
Splicing and bootstrapping techniques refer to methods for solving the transport equation in large
configurations by spatial domain decomposition. This approach is suitable for situations in
which subdomains of the problem are loosely coupled predominantly in one direction from the
source, or primary, subdomain to the observable, or secondary, subdomain. Feedback, or
leakage from the secondary to the primary subdomain, must be small, otherwise iterating the
solution process of the transport equation alternating between the two subdomains might be
necessary. Splicing refer to the case where the secondary subdomain is completely contained in
the primary subdomain, while bootstrapping implies adjacent and partially overlapping
subdomains. Since the geometries in the two subdomains are largely independent the mesh,
angular quadrature, and even the geometric dimensionality and orthogonal coordinate system is
permitted to change across the subdomains’ interface. Hence, interpolation schemes are
necessary to relate the output solution of the transport equation in the primary subdomain to the
input, i.e. source, in the secondary subdomain. Various such interpolation schemes are
implemented in the TORSED and TORSET codes for this purpose.

2.4. Cross Section Manipulation Codes
Multigroup cross section data is supplied to various codes in the DOORS package in a standard
binary format. Creation and manipulation of these unformatted files from ASCII format data as
well as previously compiled cross section libraries in binary files is enabled by the ALC and the
GIP codes in DOORS. The latter code is more commonly utilized in the user community to mix
macroscopic cross sections from microscopic, nuclide-specific cross section data, and also from
previously mixed macroscopic cross sections. In spite of the simple function performed by the
GIP code its input is quite complex. This complexity was necessitated in yesteryears to provide
the user additional flexibility to extend the functionality of the code beyond its originally
intended use, and on occasion beyond physical analogy, e.g. representing Legendre moments data
as separate materials. For the most part this intended flexibility has become obsolete in view of
modern computational environments, and is more of an impediment to the average user. For this
reason a Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been implemented recently to facilitate access to the
GIP code. More precisely, GipGui is an interface to GIP’s input file not to the code itself. [4]
This is intended to preserve backward compatibility of old GIP input files with the GUI.
The front panel of GipGui is depicted in Fig. 1. Fields in the panel give the user easy access to
input data in the proper format expected by GIP. If the user launches GipGui without specifying
an input file to initialize the GUI’s fields, they will all be clear allowing the user to set them at
will. On the other hand, if the user specifies a GIP input file, the GUI reads data from it and fills
in the fields as shown in Fig. 1. Fields that are not changeable in view of the read data, e.g.
number of groups, are grayed out and the user is not allowed to modify entries in them. Other
parameters that are read from the input file and can be changed, e.g. forward vs adjoint
calculation are displayed in black and made accessible to the user. Cross section data can be
entered in ASCII format as part of the GIP input file, read from a library file, or a combination of
both. The case illustrated in Fig. 1 is a combination, with a library index file C:\gip\index.txt
containing corresponding information on material labels not necessarily included in the library.
Two additional fields allow the user to define mixtures from data entered manually or from the
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library in one field, and mixtures involving mixtures in the other field. Clicking any of the add
buttons opens a new window into which the desired data can be entered in an easy, intuitive
manner. Three additional fields on the right of the panel include useful constants and
information. Once the user is satisfied with the entered data they can generate the GIP input file
from the File menu. This is followed by executing GIP in the normal manner to generate the
binary cross section data file used by various codes in DOORS. GipGui will be released for
distribution by RSICC in the near future and will be included in future releases of DOORS.

Figure 1. Front panel of GipGui illustrating its various functions

2.5. Uncollided Flux and First-Collision Source Codes
One of the most serious limitations of the discrete ordinates approximation of the angular
dependence of the transport equation is ray effects. These result from the fact that the discrete
ordinates approximation solves for the angular flux only along the selected discrete angles. The
angular fluxes are inter-coupled via the scattering, and potentially fission terms. Hence in a pure,
or even a very strong, absorber the angular fluxes will be largely uncoupled. In such case even
the exact spatial solution to the transport equation that incorporates the discrete ordinates
approximation will suffer non-physical large swathes of dimly-illuminated regions in between
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rays tracing paths along the discrete angles. In other words, points in space that are not directly
illuminated by a localized source with one of the discrete directions in the angular quadrature will
receive very few particles since scattering is weak in a strong absorber. In applications ray
effects typically manifest themselves in the form of non-physical oscillations in the scalar flux
peaking around the discrete ordinates directions.
An obvious solution of the ray effects difficulty is to increase angular quadrature order in the
hope of sufficiently filling gaps between angles and smoothing out the non-physical peaks. This
can be expensive and does not resolve ray effects a large distance away from the localized source.
The widely accepted alternative is to split the solution to the transport problem into an
uncollided, and a fully collided component. The former is computed by a semi-analytic
integration procedure along rays emanating from the localized source(s) to each individual
computational cell in the spatially discretized problem configuration. It is important to
recognized the fact that this computation is not a discrete-ordinates calculation, and since the rays
are selected to illuminate each computational cell directly, the uncollided flux angular moments
will not suffer ray effects. Multiplying the flux angular moments by the scattering cross section
Legendre moments yields the first collision scattering source that is used as a fixed source in a
standard discrete ordinates transport calculation that produces the fully collided flux solution. By
linearity of the transport equation, the nonlinearity of the solution algorithm notwithstanding, the
complete solution to the original problem is the sum of the uncollided and fully collided flux
angular moments. Primary ray effects will be eliminated from the resulting solution leaving
behind only secondary ray effects that are much mitigated as illustrated in the example of Sec. 4.
The DOORS member-codes GRTUNCL, and GRTUNCL3D accomplish this function in two-,
and three-dimensional geometries, respectively. The code GRTUNCL3D is a recent development
and will be distributed by RSICC in the near future. [5]

2.6. Graphics Routines, Mesh Generation, and Visualization
The graphics capabilities included in the DOORS package are based on the RSCORS public
domain graphics library. The selection of RSCORS as the graphics engine for DOORS was made
in deference to the broad base of users of the code package that need not be burdened by the cost
of purchasing licensed libraries. The actual graphics routines in DOORS are included in the
ISOPLOT code that generates contour plots of scalar fields, e.g. scalar flux, response, fission
rate, generated by member codes. The number and range of options under the user’s control are
too numerous to list here and are well described in the code manual. The input module of
ISOPLOT is designed to read the data to be plotted directly from the unformatted output file of
DORT. In case of plotting TORT-computed scalar fields that are three-dimensional in space, an
intermediate code XTORID extracts data by selected-planes and writes them out into an interface
file that is then used as input to ISOPLOT to generate one contour plot per plane.
Recently, the code package BOT3P was developed by the ENEA, Bologna, Italy, to fill a major
gap in deterministic transport methods, namely mesh generation and visualization. [6] The codes
in BOT3P were originally conceived to provide these capabilities to the DOORS transport codes
DORT and TORT, but have since been extended to do the same for other transport codes
including Monte Carlo.
Mesh generation capability for two-, and three-dimensional
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configurations is implemented in the codes GGDM and GGTM, respectively. These codes read
input in FIDO format specifying the objects comprising the computational model, e.g. square,
cylinder, etc, and the material assigned to each. The user also sets constraints on computational
cell size, detector locations and fixed source specification, in addition to several other parameters.
Upon executing GGDM or GGTM the objects in the model are discretized over the user-selected
orthogonal coordinate system, e.g. Cartesian or cylindrical, via a computational mesh. The
resulting mesh and material assignment are printed to a file in the proper format for use in the
DOORS codes. In discretizing the objects in a given configuration the mesh-generating codes
attempt to conserve their volume. If this is not possible, the codes generate a density factor array,
featured in DORT and TORT, that scales an object’s density to preserve its nuclide content.
In addition to the pre-processing capabilities afforded by the GGDM and GGTM codes as
described above, BOT3P includes the graphics pre- and post-processing codes DDM for twodimensional geometry, DTM2 and DTM3 for three-dimensional geometry. These offer a broad
collection of graphics capabilities that aid the user in examining the solution in a variety of
formats, e.g. zone and material configuration, planar plots, contour plots, three-dimensional
graphics, cutaways, among others. They permit the user to display the input geometry by itself,
or with a scalar field, e.g. the scalar flux, superimposed on the geometry. The graphics supported
by codes in BOT3P are based on the RSCORS library that is distributed with DOORS. The
capabilities provided by BOT3P are invaluable in modeling complex problem configurations in
several ways. First it eliminates the tedious error-prone process of creating a computational mesh
and object discretization over the resulting mesh. Second, it automates the process of translating
the resulting discrete model into FIDO arrays readable by DOORS codes. Third, it enables the
user to visually verify the geometric specification as entered into the transport code input file.
Finally, it allows the user easy visual access to the computed solution. In some way the codes
comprising BOT3P can be viewed as user interfaces to DORT and TORT, albeit not graphically
based. However, they establish a firm foundation for a graphical user interface that will
revolutionize usage of these transport codes.

2.7. Drivers
The modular nature of the component codes in the DOORS package permits, indeed invites,
coupling multiple runs in sequences designed to breakup a large problem into pieces each
suitable for solution by a member code. Modern Unix shells facilitate execution sequences of
this type via shell scripts. Perhaps the main advantage the driver jdos possesses over shell scripts
is the fact that the jdos script includes input data for all codes in the sequence of runs in the same
format as for standard input files. Markers in a jdos script that specify the code to be executed on
the subsequent lines of input data have the form =codename, e.g. =tort. Unlike shell scripts,
however, jdos scripts do not allow execution of shell commands, e.g. file manipulation.
Examples of jdos scripts are included in the Outputs directory of the DOORS distribution. [1]

3. REACTOR PHYSICS APPLICATION: C5G7MOX CORE
The C5G7MOX benchmark problem was designed to test the performance of deterministic
neutron transport methods and codes for reactor core calculations without resorting to spatial
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homogenization methodologies. [7] This is a mathematical benchmark in the sense that all
necessary geometry and physics data are specified, including the structure of the seven energy
groups and the corresponding multigroup cross section data. The participant is free to choose the
deterministic numerical solution method, e.g. discrete ordinates, nodal method, and the angular
and spatial discretizations. Two versions of the C5G7MOX benchmark were proposed: the first
in two-dimensional geometry has been completed, while the second, in three-dimensional
geometry, is still ongoing. The benchmark configuration was solved with Monte Carlo methods
to tight statistical confidence levels in order to provide the participants with reference values
against which they must compare their computed values. Details of the two-dimensional
benchmark problem configuration, the reference quantities, and the submitted results have been
reported earlier. [7] In this section we overview the solution to this Benchmark exercise obtained
with the DORT transport code in order to delineate the challenges encountered and the utility of
peripheral codes in DOORS to meet these challenges. Also, we demonstrate the ability of DORT
to achieve a high level of solution accuracy at the practical level, i.e. reasonably fine space/angle
resolutions, and on highly refined discretizations to demonstrate convergence of the numerical
solution to the reference value.
The geometrical configuration of the C5G7MOX benchmark is depicted in Fig. 2. It is
comprised of four fuel assemblies, effectively 16 assemblies due to reflective boundary
conditions on the bottom and left edges. The right and top boundary conditions are vacuum.
Two assemblies contain UO2 fuel pins, while the other two contain fuel elements with three
enrichment levels of MOX. For simplicity the same multigroup cross section data is employed
for the moderator and reflector, both of which are light water. In addition, all rods in the model,
including the guide tubes and fission chambers, are assumed to have the same radius, and the clad
is smeared into the fuel material in the process of generating the fuel pins’ multigroup cross
sections. The benchmark quantities required in this benchmark exercise are the multiplication
factor, keff, and the pin power distribution. The challenges in this benchmark exercise are now
evident: the fine detail of the desired solution on the scale of individual fuels elements, of which
there is a large number, and the curved interface between the modeled rods and the moderator
within each fuel cell. In standard core calculations a multi-level approach is used wherein
multigroup cross sections and spatial homogenization are conducted on the fuel pin and assembly
levels, then the whole-core calculation is performed on smeared homogeneous assemblies.
One of the greatest difficulties of solving a large problem like C5G7MOX with production level
transport codes is the complexity of the processes of preparing the input, and editing and
interpreting the output. This is where a comprehensive code package like DOORS becomes
beneficial. The sequence of solving the C5G7MOX problem with DORT is comprised of the
following sequence:
1. Prepare the cross section library in binary format readable by DORT using GIP and
GipGui; in this case no mixing of nuclides is necessary since all cross sections are
provided ready to use.
2. Prepare the input to DORT not related to the geometry, e.g. select numerical method,
iterations control, angular quadrature, etc.
3. Prepare the section of DORT input concerned with geometry, mesh, and material
assignment at the desired level of geometric detail using the GGDM code in the BOT3P
package.
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4. Combine the input sections in steps 2 and 3 above into a single DORT input file and
execute DORT until iterations converge.
5. Use the DDM code in BOT3P to verify correctness of geometric configuration, see
sample in Fig. 2, and also to generate plots of quantities of interest, e.g. pin power
distribution, over the core.

Moderator

8.7% MOX Fuel

UO2 Fuel

Guide Tube

7.0% MOX Fuel

Fission Chamber

Reflector

4.3% MOX Fuel

B

B

Figure 2. DORT heterogeneous core model on a 386×386 mesh generated and plotted with
codes in the BOT3P package

The robustness of this process and the individual codes involved in it allowed us to conduct a
comprehensive study of the behavior of DORT’s solution with mesh and angular refinement. [8]
The composition of the input file to GIP is straightforward from the data provided electronically
in the benchmark specification. Verification of the entered data, especially the scattering matrix
is made easy with GipGui. In contrast, composition of the input file to DORT is far more
cumbersome primarily due to the large number of input parameters to be set and the outdated
FIDO format used by the DOORS codes. A GUI for DORT, TORT, and the other codes in
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DOORS, is currently under construction and should greatly simplify composing the first section
of input listed in step 2.
The truly difficult part of the DORT input file is the geometric description, including constructing
a suitable mesh in the selected coordinate system. The GGDM code in BOT3P simplifies this
process as described in Sec. 2.6, by enabling the user to describe the problem configuration in
terms of combinatorial objects, and assigning a zone index to each object. GGDM then
constructs a computational mesh under some user-specified constraints and discretizes the
combinatorial objects over the resulting orthogonal grid. While composing the input to GGDM is
far simpler than composing the corresponding input to DORT, especially for complex
configurations like C5G7MOX, the process can be further simplified by implementing a GUI for
the BOT3P codes.
The input to GGDM includes a parameter, kdiv, that determines the number of steps in the
staircase approximation of a circle. Once the input to GGDM is composed, the code is executed
to produce the DORT arrays that include the specification of the problem geometry. This is
amended to the input file section described above, and DORT is executed till convergence.
Subsequent refinement of the angular quadrature requires revision only of the parameter
specifying the number of angles, and the three arrays specifying the angle cosines relative to the
x- and y-axes, and the angular weights. Refining the spatial approximation involves changing
two parameters defining the mesh size in the x- and y-dimensions, or the kdiv parameter to refine
the staircase approximation. This is followed by executing GGDM again, then replacing the
geometry array section of the DORT input with the contents of the resulting file. Executing as
many DORT cases as is necessary in a comprehensive study of the solution error as reported in
Ref. 8 is greatly enhanced by the availability of pre-processing codes like GGDM. The DORT
output file includes information on the convergence of the eigenvalue and the scalar flux. The
code permits the user to compute the fission rate as a response described by the fission cross
section in the cross section table, and prints the value by zone, in this case each individual fuel
pin, to the formatted output file.
The computational procedure described above was performed many times for C5G7MOX in
order to determine the accuracy of the DORT solution, and the sensitivity of the solution
accuracy to various input parameters and options. These included:
a. Angular quadrature type: Fully symmetric, Sn, vs Square Legendre-Chebychev, Qn.
b. Angular quadrature order as represented by the number of non-zero-weight angles.
c. Mesh size regardless of the approximation of the curved fuel/moderator interface.
d. Approximation of the curved fuel/moderator interface where we considered three options:
i. Each rod divided into n × n square cells that collectively preserve the rod’s area.
ii. Each rod divided into n × n square cells that collectively preserve the rod’s
circumference employing density factors to preserve the nuclide content of each rod
and moderator cell.
iii. Staircased rods to better approximate the curved interface, see Fig. 3.
The results of this extensive study have already been detailed elsewhere. [8] A brief summary of
the more salient observations and conclusions are reported here. The most interesting result of
this study is the fact that fully symmetric quadratures yield less accurate solutions, i.e.
multiplication factor, than the equivalent Square Legendre-Chebychev quadratures with
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approximately the same number of discrete ordinates. The results also confirm the commonly
accepted fact that the exact solution to the transport problem is achieved only by simultaneous
refinement of the spatial mesh and raising the order of the angular quadrature. However, this is
true only for the Square Legendre-Chebychev quadratures, while the fully symmetric quadratures
fail to converge to the reference value as illustrated in Fig. 4. For the former quadratures the
eigenvalue appears to converge to the reference value with mesh refinement for all three spatial
mesh options listed above, albeit the staircase results, shown in Fig. 5, converge faster. The
reason for this behavior is not entirely clear at this point, and further investigation is warranted to
explain its origin, and more importantly determine its generality.

Moderator

Rod

kdiv = 0

kdiv = 1

kdiv = 2

kdiv = 3

kdiv = 4

kdiv = 5

kdiv = 6

kdiv = 12

Figure 3. Single rod meshed with increasing values of the GGDM parameter kdiv

Upon examining the accuracy of the pin power distribution for the staircase mesh it is evident
that the l1, l2 and l∞ norms of the error relative to the reference values diminishes with mesh
refinement and increasing Qn quadrature order, but it does not seem to converge to zero. A
sample plot of the l∞ norm of the error, i.e. maximum absolute error over all pins in the core
model, is depicted in Fig. 6 vs the number of computational cells per dimension for various Qntype quadrature orders. This undesirable behavior might be a consequence of the limited
precision with which the reference pin power distribution is available, i.e. four digits, and the
lack of information on the error in the reference values themselves.
B

B

B

B

B

B

B
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Figure 4. DORT computed eigenvalue vs number of nonzero-weight discrete ordinates
in Sn-type quadratures for various staircasing approximations of rods

Figure 5. DORT computed eigenvalue vs number of nonzero-weight discrete ordinates
in Qn-type quadratures for various staircasing approximations of rods
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Figure 6. Maximum % error in DORT computed pin power distribution vs number of
computational cells/dimension for various numbers of nonzero-weight Qn-type quadratures
The main conclusion of that study is that DORT is capable of computing highly accurate
solutions for reactor core problems. The DORT-computed multiplication factor converges to the
exact value upon mesh refinement and increasing Qn quadrature order, but even on a reasonably
fine mesh with a reasonable quadrature order highly accurate values are attained. While the pin
power distribution is generally highly accurate also, it remains to be determined whether it
converges to the reference value. Perhaps the most important conclusion is that perfect resolution
of the curvature of the fuel/moderator interface, while beneficial to solution accuracy, is not
necessary to achieving a reasonably accurate estimate of the multiplication factor.

4. SHIELDING APPLICATION: SNS TARGET SERVICE CELL
The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) is a new neutron source under construction at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory for the purposes of a broad spectrum of scientific research topics that
use neutrons as an investigative tool. The underlying principle is to accelerate protons to GeV
energies in an accelerator then use them to illuminate a mercury target causing the Hg atoms to
spall. The high energy of the resulting particle shower and the high neutron fluence produce
highly radioactive target material and structural components. Handling these activated materials
to prepare them for disposal requires a controlled environment where normal operation and
various accident scenarios are pre-determined to cause no excessive exposure to facility
personnel. Furthermore, proper operation of electronic equipment over their expected lifetime
requires strategic placement to avoid highly damaging exposure to radiation fields. For the SNS
facility, activated components are handled in the Target Service Cell (TSC), a large room about
26m × 6m × 12m in size, constructed from heavy concrete and lined on the inside with 0.48 cm
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thick stainless steel. The design of the TSC evolved over time; the configuration as of 2001 is
depicted in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. TORT model of the TSC configuration

The dominant type of radiation inside the TSC is decay gamma photons from various activated
sources, e.g. the mercury loop, expired targets. Most of these have individual shields around
them, but the enclosure of the TSC, i.e. walls, roof and floor, must serve as the final barrier to
radiation exposure on the outside as dictated by safety considerations. As evident from Fig. 7 the
TSC is largely an air cavity contained in heavy concrete on all sides with leaded glass windows
on one of the side walls. Internal structures and activated sources provide additional complex
detail to the TSC’s inside. The complexity of modeling all these details and generating an
appropriate computational mesh for TORT is obvious, especially that this preceded the release of
BOT3P. [9]
The desire to obtain the flux and dose rate distributions inside of the TSC as well as on the
outside walls makes a deterministic transport calculation the only viable option. This choice is
reinforced by the large physical dimensions of the TSC, the large optical thickness of the concrete
walls (amounting to deep penetration transport to compute the outside dose), and the multiple
sources of radiation. Obtaining good statistics on the detailed information required from this
calculation with a Monte Carlo model could be prohibitively expensive and potentially lacking in
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accuracy or required level of detail. Nevertheless, deterministic methods present a few
challenges of their own that had to be overcome in order to obtain a reliable and robust
computational procedure. These challenges include: accuracy (mesh size, order of the angular
quadrature, order of the Legendre representation of scattering angular anisotropy, iterative
convergence, ray effects, etc); computational efficiency (execution time, memory requirement,
and disk space); post-processing of the results (visualization, editing, etc). As briefly outlined
below, here too the collection of codes in DOORS provides a comprehensive solution
environment capable of meeting these challenges. [9]
The procedure for solving the transport problem posed by the TSC is summarized by the
following steps:
1. Prepare cross section data from an available library, DABL69 in this case. [10] The
multigroup structure for this library is 46-neutron and 23-gamma groups with P5
anisotropic scattering approximation. Since only gamma transport is needed in the
present application, and only groups with energy lower than 8 MeV (the highest source
energy) are necessary, the library data was edited to remove the neutron data as well as
the groups not required here. The modified library had 19-gamma energy groups for a
collection of nuclides. GIP was used to mix the cross sections for all materials included
in the TSC configuration shown in Fig. 7. The nuclide mixing process would have been
greatly simplified by GipGui which was not available at the time.
2. Setup geometry and generate mesh to approximate the configuration in Fig. 7 in a
Cartesian coordinate system. This was a tedious process that would be far simpler today
with the existence of BOT3P. The resulting mesh on which production runs were
executed is comprised of 172 × 50 × 81 = 696,600 computational cells.
3. Determine the activated sources strength and spectrum. Clearly this process is outside the
scope of the transport calculations and can be estimated either by computation or
measurement. For individually shielded sources only the strength and spectrum on the
outside of the shield is necessary for the TSC transport calculation, and indeed this is
necessary to deal with ray effects as discussed below. Computing the source strength and
spectrum outside an individual shield from the source specified by an activated
component is performed via another member of DOORS, the one-dimensional transport
code ANISN.
4. Unlike the C5G7MOX problem, there is no reference solution here to evaluate solution
accuracy and sensitivity to various input parameters. Hence the user must conduct
preliminary tests to estimate these factors and gain some confidence in the selected
discretization and solution methodology. In the early stages of solving the TSC problem
several tests were performed using a one-group model and an S6 fully symmetric
quadrature set while varying the spatial approximation method in TORT (θ-Weighted vs
Linear Nodal); the mesh size; the iterative acceleration method; and the anisotropic
scattering order (P1 vs P3). Based on the results of these calculations the production runs
were setup and executed.
5. Inspect the solution, e.g. iteration convergence, reasonable distribution. Hence for the
TSC the dose field was plotted using the XTORID and ISOPLOT codes at selected
planes. One of the main benefits of the preliminary tests conducted in step 4 was the
identification of strong ray effects inside the TSC due to the large air cavity and the
localized nature of the sources. Examples of these are shown in Figs. 8.a and 9.a
computed on an earlier model of the TSC slightly different from the one shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 8. Dose map (mrem/h) computed by TORT and plotted over the y-z plane in the first
air-computational-cell inside the left wall of the TSC: (a) Without GRTUNCL3D on an
earlier model (left); (b) With GRTUNCL3D on Fig. 7 model (right)

6. Upon recognizing the existence of undesirable ray effects (over an order of magnitude
non-physical oscillation in the dose rate) the user has two options: increase the angular
quadrature order or split the flux into uncollided and fully collided components and
compute them separately. The first option is typically too expensive and is of limited
success at large distance from the sources if the number of discrete ordinates is to be kept
within reason. The second option requires availability of an uncollided-flux, firstcollision-source code that couples with the discrete ordinates code performing the
transport calculation. In the case of the TSC problem, GRTUNCL3D successfully played
this role: it reads most of its input directly from the TORT input file to reduce the chances
of error, plus some additional control parameters and data detailing the sources.
7. The first collision source computed by GRTUNCL3D is saved in an unformatted file that
is fully compatible with TORT and is directly used to compute the fully collided flux.
8. The uncollided flux computed by GRTUNCL3D is added to the fully collided flux
computed by TORT to yield the total flux distribution. This is folded with kerma factors
to compute the corresponding dose distribution over the TSC geometry. Finally, XTORID
and ISOPLOT are used to plot the dose rate at selected planes as shown in Figs. 8.b and
9.b. The large reduction in ray effects is evident in comparison with Figs. 8.a and 9.a,
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respectively. It is also evident, especially in Fig. 9.b that secondary ray effects persist at a
far smaller magnitude.

Figure 9. Dose map (mrem/h) computed by TORT and plotted over the x-z plane in the first
concrete-computational-cell of the near wall of the TSC: (a) Without GRTUNCL3D on an
earlier model (top); (b) With GRTUNCL3D on Fig. 7 model (bottom)

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The DOORS package of neutral particle transport codes provides a comprehensive environment
for solving large, complex problems at the production level. The package includes a collection of
support codes in addition to the discrete ordinates transport codes, and additional support codes
not included in the package at present extend the applicability of the transport codes beyond their
original limited range. An overview of the codes comprising DOORS, as well as recent
developments, was provided to demonstrate to potential users the diverse range of applications
that can be treated with this code package. While major overhauls of the codes in DOORS are
not planned at present some developmental work is being performed to keep the code system at
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the forefront of particle transport codes. Primary among these is the development of a GUI to
simplify access to the input file structure currently based on the outdated FIDO standard.
Improvement of the computational efficiency, advanced numerical methods, e.g. nodal, and more
effective iterative acceleration schemes should follow in the near future.
To illustrate the benefits of DOORS’ comprehensive solution environment we reviewed two
applications. The first is a two-dimensional reactor MOX core benchmark calculation detailed at
the pin level without homogenization. The mesh generation capability afforded by the BOT3P
package enabled an extensive investigation of solution accuracy that demonstrated the ability of
DORT to achieve highly accurate solutions with reasonably fine meshes and Square LegendreChebychev quadratures of reasonable order. The second example is a three-dimensional
shielding application with a large internal cavity, deep penetration in optically thick walls, and
multiple localized sources of radiation. In this case it is possible to mitigate undesirable ray
effects via compatible codes members of, or affiliated with, the DOORS package.
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